The PageLinkBuilder currently might lead to a undefined offset notices. Add checks if the array keys exist before accessing them.
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[TASK] Remove undefined offset notices in PageLinkBuilder

The PageLinkBuilder access some array keys that might not exist. This leads to undefined offset notices.
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History

#1 - 2018-04-06 16:15 - Gerrit Code Review

- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/56587.

#2 - 2018-04-14 15:30 - Tim Schreiner
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset d72234e6e7d9373f0a80606d6aeac21d2c3d9a72.

#3 - 2018-10-02 10:47 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed